Introduction {#s0005}
============

Cognitive reserve (CR; [@bb0155; @bb0380]; for a review see [@bb0410]) is a concept to explain relatively preserved cognition in the face of neurodegeneration ([@bb0015; @bb0240; @bb0355]). Passive CR is characterised in terms of brain size or number of neurons (e.g. [@bb0335]), whilst active CR refers to spontaneously variable reactions of the brain when faced with cognitive challenges. Neuroimaging can help to examine neural compensation (NC) as well as neural reserve (NR), which are subcomponents of active CR ([@bb0385]). NC describes the recruitment of additional brain areas to maintain performance, whilst NR reflects that impaired and non-impaired individuals use the same areas to maintain functioning, though to different levels of efficiency and capacity ([@bb0385]). NR is presumably instantiated by differential regional interactions ([@bb0350]) shifting control from one set of regions to another (see below). Thus, one approach to investigate compensatory mechanisms in neurodegenerative diseases is to look at between-group as well as individual differences in NR (see e.g. [@bb0140; @bb0355]). The assessment of compensatory mechanisms should preferably be undertaken in pre- or early clinical stages when therapeutic interventions are most likely to be effective. As such preclinical stages cannot easily be identified in the majority of neurodegenerative disorders, we chose to investigate Huntington\'s disease (HD), where preclinical stages can be identified with certainty and graded according to estimated proximity to symptom onset.

HD is a genetically caused hereditary neurodegenerative disease. As the exact location and nature of the genetic mutation are known ([@bb0405]), it is possible to identify HD gene carriers decades before actual symptom onset. This clinical onset is defined by the presence of unequivocal motor symptoms ([@bb0020; @bb0415]). Therefore, patients without overt motor symptoms are described as 'pre-manifest' or 'preHD'. Using a pre-manifest patient\'s current age and the degree of genetic mutation (i.e. the number of CAG trinucleotide repeats in the Huntingtin gene on chromosome four), the years to clinical onset (yto) can be estimated with a parametric survival model ([@bb0190; @bb0195]). The diagnostic status as well as the yto are used in neuroimaging studies to determine relationships with potential structural or functional imaging markers of the pre-manifest stage of disease ([@bb0065; @bb0165; @bb0170; @bb0235; @bb0275; @bb0305; @bb0340; @bb0390; @bb0395; @bb0400; @bb0430]).

Previous studies focusing on compensatory mechanisms in motor functioning were conducted in the context of, among others, stroke ([@bb0115]), preclinical Parkinson\'s disease ([@bb9000]) as well as mild to moderate HD and preHD ([@bb0010; @bb0170]). Regarding HD, a supporting role of parietal motor related regions was first discussed in a PET experiment reported by [@bb0010]. These parietal regions were more activated in HD patients than controls.

Nevertheless, [@bb0170] stated that a simple shift in activation towards parietal regions might be too simplistic a view of the compensating mechanism and emphasised an additional role for the supplementary motor area (SMA), in which activations correlated with gene status, a finding well in line with those in patients with manifest HD ([@bb0100]): Compared to healthy controls (HC), preHD activated caudal SMA during a finger tapping task to a greater extent in all movement conditions, and this activation increased with approaching clinical onset estimations. More complex finger movements led to even higher activations in pSMA in subjects further from predicted disease onset. Outside the SMA, the left superior parietal cortex (lSPC) showed reduced activation with increased movement complexity in preHD compared to HC, and in right SPC (rSPC), the preHD group showed greater activations in all but the most demanding conditions ([@bb0170]).

However, it is difficult to directly compare the studies of [@bb0010] and [@bb0170], as the former authors investigated a sample of seven HD patients already exhibiting mild to moderate motor symptoms as opposed to the preHD group in [@bb0170]. The atrophy and loss of function were probably more severe in the mild to moderate HD group. Taken together the results suggest that the superior parietal cortices and pre- and caudal SMAs could contribute to compensatory motor mechanisms in preHD. An understanding of the interactions between cortical areas subtending compensation for the effects of neurodegeneration might help to shape therapeutic interventions (see e.g. [@bb0420] for pharmacologically enhanced connectivity in the motor system). As an example, region specific interventions such as transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) can be applied most successfully to regions that are increasingly activated closer to disease onset. However, application to regions that exert an excitatory or inhibitory influence may also prove most useful (see e.g. [@bb0125] for rTMS over M1) in the context of network function (see [@bb0230] for a review on deep brain stimulation).

A range of network analysis methods, such as Granger causality ([@bb0105; @bb0110]) or Dynamic Causal Modelling (DCM; [@bb0095]) can be used to study effective connectivity (the influence one group of neurons has on another). Causal interactions between brain areas of interest can be studied and quantified; e.g. how does one region cause a change of activity in another, or how does a particular experimental manipulation influence the connectivity between two other regions. DCM has been successfully used to characterise motor function in healthy subjects and patients other than those suffering from HD (see e.g. [@bb0030; @bb0120; @bb0115; @bb0150; @bb0315]). In HD, classical functional connectivity analyses have been used in different cognitive domains ([@bb0435; @bb0440; @bb0455; @bb0460]), but these correlational analyses do not allow inferences about causality to be made as correlated activity in two areas may be driven by a common third area ([@bb0360]).

Therefore, DCM was chosen as our method to build on previous studies of motor function in preHD whilst overcoming the interpretational constraints of standard functional (as opposed to effective) connectivity analyses. The same data have been published before with a standard GLM analysis ([@bb0170]). We used DCM and a finger tapping task which leads to robust activations and probe functions that are specifically affected by HD ([@bb0010; @bb0100; @bb0205; @bb0425]). The task does this by manipulating movement rate and complexity.

We analysed the nature of interactions between cortical regions of the motor system on the basis of DCM parameters, which constitute measures of connectivity, with two aims: First, as an increasing number of studies indicate the existence of neurodevelopmental and trait specific markers in HD ([@bb0200; @bb0215; @bb0270]), we compared such interactions in preHD with those of healthy controls (HC). Specifically, we expected to find more differences between preHD and HC with increasing task demands. Our second and key aim was to elucidate the development of NR as the time of expected symptom onset approached. Thus, we examined the relationship of inter-regional connectivity and yto in the preHD sample. As these subjects were in the pre-manifest stage, we considered reorganisation correlated with increasing neurodegeneration to be compensatory in nature. We expected to find alterations in connectivity between parietal and premotor and supplementary motor regions based on previous motor activation results.

Materials and methods {#s0010}
=====================

Participants {#s0015}
------------

Fifteen pre-symptomatic gene mutation carriers (7 females, mean age 36.9 years, range 26--49) and twelve healthy controls (4 females, mean age 36.5 years, range 23--60), all right handed and matched according to age and sex were examined. A trained neurologist assessed all carriers with the Unified Huntington\'s Disease Rating Scale (UHDRS) to stage them. Pre-symptomatic participants covered a wide range of yto; these were computed as the number of years at which the predicted probability of clinical onset exceeds 0.6 ([@bb0190]); see [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} for demographic and clinical data. The local Ethics Committee approved the study and all participants gave written informed consent according to the Declaration of Helsinki. The current study is a reanalysis of the data that was published by [@bb0170] as a standard GLM analysis. We extended on these previous findings by applying DCM.

Experimental procedure and MRI scanning {#s0020}
---------------------------------------

Participants executed finger tapping sequences with the second to fifth fingers of their right hand paced by a metronome and delivered via headphones in the MRI scanner. Speed of pacing and complexity of the movements were varied systematically to challenge motor execution and higher motor control. Participants moved their fingers at a rate of 0.5 (slow sequence) or 2 Hz (fast sequence) and performed two types of sequences. The first 'simple sequence' consisted of regular unidirectional sequential button presses made with index, middle, ring and little fingers by all participants. The second 'complex sequence' was irregular without immediate repetitions, tapped with the same four fingers as the simple sequence but generated uniquely for each participant. Both sequences were trained prior to scanning until participants stated that they were comfortable performing them. A standard general linear model approach of these fMRI data has been reported previously ([@bb0170]) where a more detailed description of the task is provided.

Six types of experimental block of 20 s each and six blocks in total per condition (simple slow, simple fast, complex slow, complex fast, rest slow and rest fast) were presented in a pseudo-randomized order. During rest blocks, participants listened to 0.5 or 2 Hz clicks without pressing buttons. At the beginning of each block, instructions and numbers counting down from 3 to 0 in 3 s helped to prepare and start the tapping sequence on time.

Participants were scanned on a 1.5 T MRI system (Siemens Sonata; Erlangen, Germany) with the following scanning parameters: TR 3.6 s, TE 0.05 s, FOV 192 mm, flip angle 90 and 40 slices in descending order of 3 × 3 × 3 mm voxel size resulting in whole brain coverage. Total scanning time was around 15 min per participant. An additional T1-weighted MDEFT sequence ([@bb0055]) was acquired to exclude structural abnormalities unrelated to HD.

Behavioural and fMRI data analysis {#s0025}
----------------------------------

Error rates and mean and standard deviation of cue-response intervals were computed as reported in [@bb0170]. The initial processing of the data was also identical. In brief, realignment and spatial normalisation of volumes to a standard MNI template were followed by smoothing with an 8 mm full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel. Individual data were analysed in a General Linear Model (GLM; [@bb0090]) with separate regressors for each of the six experimental conditions and six regressors coding head movements.

Effective network connectivity {#s0030}
------------------------------

### Background of DCM {#s0035}

Studying cortical reorganisation in a network of known cortical areas in different experimental conditions is methodologically challenging. Simple correlations of the measured BOLD signal are insufficient to detect causalities ([@bb0360]). This type of inference requires modelling of changing neuronal activity in different contexts from the recorded effects on the BOLD signal. DCMs describe the biophysical nature of directed interactions between brain areas ([@bb0095]) by incorporating two forward models, one at the neuronal and one at the haemodynamic level. A number of introductory articles are available (e.g. [@bb0080; @bb0350; @bb0365]) and the physiological basis of the approach is constantly being evaluated ([@bb0045; @bb0050]).

At the neuronal level, the network with its nodes is expressed by a bilinear state equation, which contains three sets of model parameters predefined by the user: First, input parameters specify in which regions experimental stimuli (i.e. blocks with simple or complex finger presses) enter the model. Second, assumptions about the condition-independent connections between the nodes, which are not related to the task at hand, are specified. Those are often referred to as 'fixed' connections. In contrast, a third set of modulatory parameters expresses expected changes in connection strengths caused by these experimental conditions. The connection strength between regions is reported in Hz. A negative value is interpreted as decreased, a positive value as increased coupling from one region to another.

In addition to this neural model, the haemodynamic model ([@bb0375]) contains parameters characterising blood flow and oxygenation change. The haemodynamic model 'transforms' the specifications of the neural model into a BOLD response to best match the modelled and actually measured BOLD responses with parameters that are physiologically plausible ([@bb0045; @bb0375]). Hence, knowing the experimental inputs as well as the output (i.e. the measured BOLD response) and viewing the brain as a dynamic input--state--output system, one can infer on underlying states such as regional causal interactions that remain hidden in conventional fMRI analyses. All model parameters are estimated in a Bayesian framework that combines existing a-priori knowledge with the actually measured data to generate a posterior probability distribution for each parameter.

### Time series extraction {#s0040}

Time series were extracted for each participant according to anatomical and functional criteria as advised by [@bb0365], making sure to capture activity on an individual basis, whilst constraining individual peak activation to lie within a range from the group maximum. In a previous study, [@bb0170] performed a ROI-based group analysis of the cortical motor system defining spheres centred on peak activations from the HC group in left primary motor cortex (lM1), pre-supplementary motor area (pSMA), caudal supplementary motor area (cSMA), left and right dorsal premotor cortices (lPMd, rPMd) as well as left and right superior parietal cortices (lSPC, rSPC) ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}).

First, we defined the same spheres with 10 mm radius as in the above-mentioned ROI analysis (centre MNI coordinates reported in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}) ([@bb0170]). Within each sphere, peak activations were located in every subject requiring a minimum threshold of p \< .05 uncorrected ([@bb0365]). Next, the first eigenvariate of the time series within 4 mm (i.e. half the size of the FWHM smoothing kernel used during preprocessing) of the subject-specific peak voxel was extracted and adjusted for effects of no interest (i.e. variance unexplained by the experimental conditions). Each time series was extracted from the contrast that should best reveal the activation of the respective region of interest: Time series from the cSMA were extracted from the contrast fast \> slow condition, whereas time series for the remaining regions were extracted from the contrast complex \> simple condition.

Before extraction, we ensured that no overlap of subject-specific spheres in neighbouring regions existed by checking the peak activation coordinates and surrounding spheres. An additional visual check of correct gyral location was performed in each region and corrections were applied if necessary.

### Dynamic causal model specified {#s0045}

To investigate neural reserve in preHD, the time series of all seven cortical regions implicated in previous activation analyses were included in one DCM, constituting a network of cortical motor function: PSMA, cSMA, lPMd, rPMd, lSPC, rSPC and lM1 ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). The slice timing option in DCM for fMRI was used ([@bb0160]) to account for regional acquisition time differences. Note that we explicitly chose to split the SMA in two sub-regions, as the pSMA is thought to be involved in more cognitively challenging conditions (see e.g. [@bb0250; @bb0320]) and is connected predominantly to prefrontal and parietal regions, whereas the caudal SMA represents the motoric executive part of the SMA being strongly interconnected with M1 as well as contributing to the corticospinal tract ([@bb0210; @bb0245]). rSPC and rPMd were differentially activated by the task and included in the model to account for potential contributions to NR from the ipsilateral hemisphere ([@bb0170]). Subsequently, interhemispheric connections between rSPC, lSPC, rPMd and lPMd as well as connections to pSMA ([@bb9005; @bb0145]: [@bb0220; @bb0255]) were included. All connections between regions were specified bi-directionally, as it is physiologically plausible to assume a backward connection if a forward connection exists and vice versa ([@bb0185; @bb0470]).

We specified all experimental inputs (blocks of simple slow, simple fast, complex slow, complex fast, rest slow and rest fast conditions) to enter the model via associative sensory regions lSPC and rSPC which then distribute them to pSMA, lPMd and rPMd (see e.g. [@bb0180]). The experimental inputs entered the model as a single driving input, which we created as one regressor containing all experimental blocks.

We assumed no direct connection between pSMA and M1, but an indirect influence via lPMd and cSMA ([@bb0245]). LM1 represents the 'executive branch' of the circuit specifying output to the corticospinal tract as participants performed the current task solely with their right hand.

Both complexity of the tapping sequence as well as speed of tapping execution were experimental factors used in the study of [@bb0170]. Both were therefore kept as distinct modulatory experimental inputs. On one hand, these modulatory inputs were specified in the DCM consistently with previous GLM analyses ([@bb0170]) --- if a region exhibited differential activation between groups or interaction effects between conditions and groups in second level random effects analyses, or if activity in that region correlated with yto, we chose connections to this region to be modulated by the respective experimental factor ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, we built on previous results that showed an interesting pattern of rPMd activity (Supplement 1) across conditions, such that HC subjects recruited this region more than preHD when task demands were more complex. With this analysis we additionally explored possible modulations of rPMd by speed and complexity. Finally, to disentangle potential influences of the more "cognitive" from more "executive" regions on lM1 ([@bb0245; @bb0425]), we specified a modulation by speed on the afferent connection from cSMA ("executive function") and by complexity on the connection from lPMd ("cognitive function" --- [@bb0130; @bb0285]). Supplement 1 contains a more detailed description of the model specification process.

As HD is a neurodegenerative disease, it is important to mention the fact that potential atrophy of cortical regions is indirectly incorporated in a DCM. Parameters of a region-specific haemodynamic model are estimated within the DCM framework. Effects of atrophy on the respective neurovascular processes are incorporated in a subject-specific fashion ([@bb0375]). In addition, we have done a voxel-based morphometry (VBM; [@bb0005]) analysis (data not reported in the manuscript) to illustrate which areas are affected by atrophy. When correcting for multiple comparisons (p \< 0.05 FWE corrected), no areas showed reduced grey matter volume in preHD compared to HC. At a more liberal threshold of p \< 0.001 uncorrected, striatal reductions became apparent. Thus, no area included in the DCM showed reduced grey matter volume in preHD compared to HC.

DCM specification and estimation was carried out with DCM10 in Statistical Parametric Mapping software (SPM8; Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, <http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm>).

### Inference on model parameters: group analysis of DCM parameters {#s0050}

After model estimation in a Bayesian framework, the DCM of each participant was inspected with regard to the percentage of variance explained by using in-house MATLAB routines (version 7.14 R2012a; The Mathworks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, USA). As a quality check we required that at least 10% of variance was explained. We then performed random effects inference on model parameter estimates using Wilcoxon signed rank tests with SPSS version 18.0 (PASW statistics) to assess whether the parameter estimates were significantly different from zero within groups (i.e. the existence of the parameters was confirmed by the model), and Wilcoxon rank sum tests to identify group differences.

### Inference on model parameters: association of DCM parameters with years to onset {#s0055}

Rather than using all 65 predefined functional connecting and modulatory DCM parameters to predict yto, we applied principle component analysis (PCA) and varimax rotation with Kaiser\'s normalisation using SPSS. We aimed to reduce dimensionality of the data and sought to identify sets of parameters that would cluster together to facilitate interpretability. We decided to include both condition-independent and condition-dependent connections together in the PCA as in our understanding of compensation in preHD, it is well possible that a mixture of these connection strengths reflects compensatory mechanisms.

Having reduced data dimensionality, we used PCA group derived component values as predictors in a hierarchical multiple linear regression model to predict yto. This allowed us to relate DCM connection strengths to neurodegenerative processes. The age of preHD patients was included as a covariate with forced entry, because age is correlated with yto ([@bb0190]). The principal components (PCs) were then entered in a stepwise fashion until no further significant amounts of additional variance were explained. Subsequently, we examined the connection strengths with high loadings on the included PCs with regard to their individual correlations with yto.

An additional regression analysis was conducted with all standardised components derived from PCA to clarify if the combination of all PCs also predicts yto. Estimated yto was predicted with a regression using 10 rotated PCs and age as features. In a leave-one out cross-validation, the regression parameters were repetitively estimated with the data set containing all but one observation, and the error for each observation was estimated using the model that excluded the left-out observation. This avoided over-fitting, which would have resulted in over-optimistic regression performance that would naturally arise because the number of variables is very close to the number of observations. The PCA scores were computed only once in order to avoid fluctuations in the factors within cross-validation loops.

Results {#s0060}
=======

Effective network connectivity: dynamic causal modelling {#s0065}
--------------------------------------------------------

Time-series were extracted from each region of interest in each participant and included in individual DCMs (MNI coordinates provided in [Inline Supplementary Table S2](#b0005){ref-type="boxed-text"}). Inspections of variance explained by the models and parameter estimability in three preHD patients led to their exclusion leaving 12 preHD patients and HC for further DCM analyses. Beforehand, we checked whether the exclusion biased any sample characteristics ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}), which was not the case.

Inline Supplementary Table S2Table S2MNI coordinates of individual peak voxel in each participant for volume of interest extraction (preHD N = 15; HC N = 12).pSMAcSMAlM1lPMdlSPCrSPCrPMdxyzxyzxyzxyzxyzxyzxyzpreHD101260− 6− 1662− 48− 2056− 26− 860− 20− 665424− 666222− 66224252− 2− 1056− 34− 1666− 24− 856− 22− 606224− 546826− 8643− 2646− 4− 856− 38− 2658− 28− 854− 32− 585030− 606426− 2624− 68500− 1062− 42− 2058− 22− 1262− 26− 626418− 626424− 6565− 8852− 12− 660− 38− 2664− 26− 254− 28− 545228− 645428− 658641258− 2− 1254− 36− 2460− 24− 460− 18− 586420− 626632− 656710654− 2− 1852− 42− 1056− 26− 850− 22− 586030− 626226− 8688− 41456− 4− 1062− 44− 2658− 26− 1454− 32− 586226− 626230− 456901062− 4− 1058− 48− 1456− 14− 462− 28− 546420− 626232− 460100− 258− 6− 1852− 42− 2664− 28− 854− 24− 545230− 586228− 66811410580− 1454− 44− 1844− 26− 1454− 22− 546418− 585430− 16641241050− 6− 1058− 38− 2262− 22− 1652− 32− 605432− 606028− 18641301448− 2− 1462− 44− 2058− 22− 1656− 14− 585622− 645432− 6601421450− 2− 648− 38− 2068− 24− 1258− 16− 626014− 606626− 14541541450− 6− 862− 40− 2264− 24054− 30− 526030− 526018− 1664  HC162560− 1254− 38− 2262− 14− 662− 24− 645622− 626428− 8642− 8446− 14− 1456− 38− 2256− 24− 860− 24− 626422− 625828− 1258381056− 6− 858− 42− 1258− 22− 1258− 20− 566426− 526818− 8644014180− 1656− 38− 2664− 18054− 22− 606022− 646228− 1656521060− 6− 654− 38− 2660− 24− 862− 32− 546030− 645828− 46460850− 2− 1858− 40− 1466− 22246− 24− 586628− 546828− 186470454− 2− 1850− 38− 1258− 24− 652− 24− 646022− 665824− 4528− 41054− 2− 1056− 38− 1860− 26− 858− 24− 54− 6432− 606026− 26898656− 2− 1052− 40− 2262− 26− 858− 20− 626426− 526828− 66810010500− 652− 36− 2462− 18060− 26− 586218− 605830− 86011− 41248− 4− 1450− 46− 2254− 12− 660− 24− 665228− 586430− 106812− 41050− 8− 662− 40− 860− 26− 1058− 22− 645626− 646430− 1066Inline Supplementary Table S2

### Inference on model parameters: group analysis of DCM parameters {#s0070}

Detailed descriptive statistics of all DCM parameters are provided in [Inline Supplementary Table S3](#b0010){ref-type="boxed-text"}. The condition-independent and modulatory connections found to be significantly different from zero in Wilcoxon rank sum tests are depicted in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} for both groups. Between group differences identified using Wilcoxon\'s signed rank test resulted from more negative connectivity in the HC group. Specifically, the condition-independent connection from pSMA to lSPC (p = 0.02) was stronger and more negative in HC compared to preHD and so were the effects of 'complexity' from cSMA to pSMA (p = 0.03) and from lPMd to pSMA (p = 0.03). The effect of 'speed' from rPMd to rSPC (p = 0.03) was more negative in HC as well, though not significantly different from zero in each group. Please note that these differences are mainly driven by the fact that these connections are significantly different from zero in HC, but not in preHD, where the mean group parameter estimate did not significantly differ from zero. These differences do not remain significant if Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons are applied (threshold p \< 0.001 for condition-independent, p \< 0.003 for 'complexity' modulatory connections and p \< 0.004 for 'speed' modulatory connections define significance at p \< 0.05 after correction).

Inline Supplementary Table S3Table S3Descriptive statistics of fixed and modulatory DCM parameter estimates and results from Wilcoxon signed rank tests to test whether the parameter is significantly different from zero within groups.preHDHCDCM parameterNMinimumMaximumMedianMinimumMaximumMedianpSMA → pSMA, F12− 1.01− .83− .97^⁎⁎^− 1.0− .87− .96^⁎⁎^cSMA → pSMA, F12− .25.19− .01− .18.21.03lPMd → pSMA, F12− .23.15.02− .09.23.05lSPC → pSMA, F12− .12.44.13^⁎⁎^− .085.59.24^⁎⁎^rSPC → pSMA, F12.01.79.19− .58.43.22rPMd → pSMA, F12− .04.20.01− .16.35.02pSMA → cSMA. F12− .40.65.08^⁎^− .12.95.21^⁎^cSMA → cSMA, F12− 1.00− .84− .95^⁎⁎^− 1.04− .82− .98^⁎⁎^lM1 → cSMA, F12− .02.38.12^⁎⁎^− .11.23.03lPMd → cSMA, F12− .15.75.35^⁎⁎^− .08.80.29^⁎⁎^cSMA → lM1, F12.02.48.21^⁎⁎^− .25.92.18^⁎⁎^lM1 → lM1, F12− 1.02− .83− .98^⁎⁎^− 1.03− .73− .96^⁎⁎^lPMd → lM1, F12.021.02.64^⁎⁎^.17.93.63^⁎⁎^pSMA → lPMd, F12− .29.26.00− .20.40.05cSMA → lPMd, F12− .23.20.03− .18.17− .03lM1 → lPMd, F12− .26.11.02− .20.13− .04lPMd → lPMd, F12− 1.07− .82− .96^⁎⁎^− 1.04− .83− .95^⁎⁎^lSPC → lPMd, F12.00.84.27^⁎⁎^− .21.85.33^⁎⁎^rSPC → lPMd, F12− .07.88.19^⁎⁎^− .15.58.29^⁎⁎^rPMd → lPMd, F12.02.26.10^⁎⁎^− .19.61.07pSMA → lSPC, F12− .16.43− .04− .33.00− .12^⁎⁎^lPMd → lSPC, F12− .36.20− .06− .36.04− .20^⁎⁎^lSPC → lSPC, F12− 1.03− .97− .99^⁎⁎^− 1.06− .93− 1.01^⁎⁎^rSPC → lSPC, F12− .02.16.05^⁎⁎^− .14.18.04rPMd → lSPC, F12− .38.14− .04− .37.03− .13^⁎^pSMA → rSPC, F12− .35.24− .06− .27.12− .11^⁎^lPMd → rSPC, F12− .53.36− .11− .39.29− .06^⁎^lSPC → rSPC, F12− .11.20− .00− .14.12.00rSPC → rSPC, F12− 1.05− .88− .99^⁎⁎^− 1.03− .91− .98^⁎⁎^rPMd → rSPC, F12− .32.20− .07− .32.05− .15^⁎⁎^pSMA → rPMd, F12− .19.24.01− .27.35.07lPMd → rPMd, F12− .06.18.04^⁎⁎^− .05.27.05^⁎^lSPC → rPMd, F12− .17.33.22^⁎^− .15.38.26^⁎⁎^rSPC → rPMd, F12− .00.44.18^⁎⁎^− .07.51.19^⁎^rPMd → rPMd, F12− 1.01− .94− .98^⁎⁎^− 1.00− .83− .97^⁎⁎^cSMA → pSMA, C12− .64.73.08− 1.12.23− .29^⁎^lPMd → pSMA, C12− .13.30.08^⁎^− .67.58− .07lSPC → pSMA, C12− .46.99.11− .69.91.13rSPC → pSMA, C12− .261.09.19− 1.16.76.22rPMd → pSMA, C12− .44.77.19^⁎^− .69.60− .01lPMd → lM1, C12− 1.851.08− .57^⁎^− 1.601.21− .23pSMA → lSPC, C12− 2.2.52− .03− .351.10.18^⁎^lPM → lSPC, C12− .33.66.01− .37.70.02rSPC → lSPC, C12− .55.41.09− .041.37.24^⁎⁎^rPMd → lSPC, C12− .78.51− .01− .80.52− .12pSMA → rSPC, C12− 1.021.04.01− .70.80.18lPMd → rSPC, C12− .591.05.03− .75.74.03lSPC → rSPC, C12− .141.02.08− .35.36.24rPMd → rSPC, C12− .91.49.02− .78.22− .02pSMA → rPMd, C12− .51.65.02− .44.28− .02lPMd → rPMd, C12− .37.33− .07− .49.41.09lSPC → rPMd, C12− 1.22.40− .07− .491.09.04rSPC → rPMd, C12− .331.23.09− .45.52.01pSMA → cSMA, S12− 1.06.92.00− 1.312.30.42^⁎^lM1 → cSMA, S12− .58.48.01− .69.40.05lPMd → cSMA, S12− .131.12.22^⁎^− .271.11.48^⁎⁎^cSMA → M1, S12− .301.87.65^⁎⁎^− .002.32.62^⁎⁎^pSMA → rSPC, S12− 1.69.35− .01− .901.37− .02lPMd → rSPC, S12− .37.28− .01− .77.27− .07lSPC → rSPC, S12− .16.49.10− .23.62.28^⁎⁎^rPMd → rSPC, S12− .37.30.02− .521.26− .21pSMA → rPMd, S12− .45.48.01− .56.83.07lPMd → rPMd, S12− .57.41.00− .46.81.11lSPC → rPMd, S12− .31.72.28^⁎^− .55.28.19rSPC → rPMd, S12− .47.63.02− .331.20.35^⁎⁎^[^1][^2]Inline Supplementary Table S3

### Dimensionality reduction of DCM parameters {#s0075}

The PCA with varimax rotation and Kaiser\'s normalisation identified ten PCs with eigenvalues higher than 1, which cumulatively explained 98.56% of total variance. An overview of factor loadings, the eigenvalues of the PCs, as well as percent variance explained after rotation can be found in [Inline Supplementary Table S4](#b0015){ref-type="boxed-text"}. Note that we also included parameters which were not significantly different from zero in the PCA. We observed that parameter estimates varied substantially in preHD. Whist this led to non-significance across subjects, we reasoned that this variability may carry relevant information and thus decided to keep the respective parameters in the model.

Inline Supplementary Table S4Table S4Rotated component matrix of the PCA with fixed and modulatory DCM parameters of the preHD group with eigenvalues and percentage of explained variance.DCM parametersComponent with loadings12345678910rPMd → rSPC, S**.852**.321.238− .322lSPC → rSPC, S**− .849**.166− .286− .287− .188.105− .112rPMd → rSPC, C**.844**− .122− .153.328− .146.168.281rSPC → pSMA, C**− .842**.112− .172.141− .292.194.242lPMd → lSPC, C**.792**− .307− .185− .340.240.230lSPC → rSPC, C**− .701**− .173− .119− .521− .109− .380− .132lPMd → rPMd, F**.674**− .284.343.297.338− .253.269lPMd → cSMA, F**.633**.344.433.135.508rPMd → lPMd, F**− .631**− .211− .230− .382.555− .169rSPC → rPMd, C**− .610**.168− .371.558− .160.208− .208lPMd → rSPC, S**.602**.399.167− .122.363− .173− .278.108.402rPMd → lSPC, S**.549**.338.121.125− .247.322− .378− .155.407pSMA → rSPC, C.180**.906**.279.239pSMA → lSPC, C**.886**− .254− .335− .115pSMA → rSPC, S**.874**.224− .229− .317− .141pSMA → rPMd, S− .233**.817**.228− .239.142.169− .119.222− .110− .210pSMA → cSMA, S− .412**.795**.184.252− .209− .187pSMA → cSMA, F.292**.666**− .168.585− .196.200pSMA → lSPC, F.403**− .549**.342.381.506− .123lPMd → rSPC, F.166**.945**− .223− .111lPMd → lSPC, F.226**.933**− .151− .120− .133rPMd → rSPC, F− .222.352**.874**− .182− .166rPMd → lSPC, F.394**.792**− .206− .241− .141− .118.130− .246pSMA → rSPC, F.537**.733**.366.133pSMA → lPMd, F− .174.528**.728**− .105− .208− .187− .262lSPC → rSPC, F.471− .113**.656**.179.254.417.193lSPC − lSPC, F− .452**.583**.505.238− .266− .245rPMd → pSMA, C− .397− .166**− .521**.381.324.480.202.122lPMd → pSMA, C− .221.107**− .932**− .168.133rPMd → pSMA, F.292.189− .135**.880**− .204− .177lPMd → rPMd, S− .516− .165**− .785**− .144.109.206− .116pSMA − pSMA, F− .474**.633**− .130.300− .486rSPC → pSMA, F− .341.414− .339**.627**− .103.231− .214− .183.102cSMA → pSMA, F− .168.135**− .621**− .591− .332− .273.117.121rSPC → rPMd, S− .206− .290**− .553**.305− .142.164.374.417.268lPMd → rPMd, C− .145− .208**− .875**− .257.168− .116− .227rPMd → pSMA, F.117.366.124**− .872**− .148− .136.147rPMd → lSPC, C.146− .113− .264**.770**− .190.469.191lPMd → pSMA, F.405.233.277**− .725**− .142.199.240.238lPMd → rSPC, C.446− .304− .237.111**.701**.316− .105.125.113rSPC − rSPC, F.177.272.399**.618**.399.114.342.246lSPC → rPMd, F− .157.570**.596**− .156.269.420rPMd − rPMd, F− .266.232**.905**.181cSMA − cSMA, F.162− .272− .109.124**.879**.250− .183cSMA → lM1, F− .190.260− .307.313− .232**.723**− .155.268.136lSPC → pSMA, C− .267.270− .216.275**− .659**.280− .263− .228lM1 → cSMA, F.469.191.213.159**.655**.263.380.155pSMA → rPMd, C− .305.500.435.346**.514**− .260rSPC → lSPC, F.354− .322.269.319**.495**− .206.488− .135rSPC → lSPC, C− .299− .185− .107**.904**− .145.106lM1 → cSMA, S− .175− .111− .486.330**− .747**.105.145cSMA → lPMd, F− .308.446.218− .215− .155**− .673**− .340lPMd − lPMd, F− .527− .143.409**.572**− .408.149.107lM1 → lPMd, F− .322.326.380− .389− .360**− .560**− .188lSPC → pSMA, F.230− .145− .181**.838**cSMA → pSMA, C.210− .230− .316.493.328− .122**.639**.137lPMd → lM1, C− .409.134− .279**.613**− .112− .570lPMd → cSMA, S− .498− .106.573.163.135**− .594**.108rSPC → rPMd, F.185− .101.343− .188**.808**lM1 − lM1, F− .531.319− .218**.718**.146rSPC → lPMd, F.331− .341.160.275.309**.693**− .227lSPC → rPMd, C.171− .388.175− .351.243− .223**− .677**− .290lSPC → lPMd, F.324− .597− .172− .140.132.219**.629**lPMd → lM1, F.262− .436.250.237.288− .273.330**.597**cSMA → lM1, S.333− .408− .380.439.373**.448**Eigenvalues before rotation (after rotation)16.22\
(9.54)10.28\
(8.94)9.90\
(8.47)6.44\
(7.51)5.81\
(7.27)4.85\
(6.81)4.13\
(4.34)2.78\
(4.33)1.96\
(3.82)1.68\
(3.05)% variance explained before rotation\
(after rotation)24.96\
(14.67)15.82\
(13.76)15.24\
(13.03)9.91\
(11.56)8.93\
(11.19)7.45\
(10.48)6.36\
(6.68)4.27\
(6.66)3.02\
(5.87)2.59\
(4.68)[^3]Inline Supplementary Table S4

### Prediction of years to onset with DCM parameters and assessment of neuronal reserve {#s0080}

Multiple linear regression analyses identified relationships between the extracted PCs and predicted yto. A hierarchical multiple linear regression analysis with age as a covariate included PC 1 ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}), which explained an additional 27.7% of variance. The stepwise inclusion of further PCs in the model led to insignificant changes in R^2^ and hence no further PCs were added. The Durbin--Watson statistic (coefficient = 2.27), checks for homoscedasticity as well as non-multicolinearity, confirmed the validity of the model. A negative bivariate correlation with yto (r = − 0.73, p = 0.007) indicated a stronger expression of the component closer to expected disease onset.

PC 1 contained high loadings of twelve DCM parameters involving connections of bilateral SPC and PMd ([Inline Supplementary Table S4](#b0015){ref-type="boxed-text"}). Post-hoc examination revealed bivariate correlations of the yto with five of these connection strengths ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}; [Inline Supplementary Table S3](#b0010){ref-type="boxed-text"}). This number reduced to three after including age as a covariate (see [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, correlation coefficients without brackets). Of note, a positive correlation between yto and a parameter effectively indicate that the coupling decreases significantly with approaching disease onset, after correcting for age effects: Here, the condition-independent causal influence of rPMd on the lPMd decreases as does the 'complexity' modulatory connection from rSPC to rPMd. In contrast, a negative correlation between yto and a parameter indicates that the coupling increases significantly with approaching disease onset. In our model, ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}), complexity associated modulatory connectivity from lPMd to lSPC increases when a patient is closer to disease onset.

The second linear regression with 10 PCs and age as features resulted in a Linear Regression Correlation of r = 0.90 (p = 0.01%), with a root mean squared error of 3.2 years ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}).

Discussion {#s0085}
==========

We aimed to investigate preHD neural reserve mechanisms with a DCM analysis of cortical motor function. Our results indicate a crucial role of PMd which adds to that of the pre- and caudal SMA demonstrated here and in an earlier analysis using standard activation based methods ([@bb0170]).

Connectivity analysis {#s0090}
---------------------

The DCM analysis confirms motor system connectivity characteristics similar in strength and polarity compared to previous studies (see e.g. [@bb0120]). Condition-independent connectivity was widespread within the network and included anterior--posterior inhibitory connectivity towards SPC in HC ([@bb0030]), which did not reach significance in preHD. Significant modulatory connections were found for the experimental factors speed and complexity, involving connections towards cSMA in the former and pSMA in the latter in both subject groups ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}).

Between-group analysis of DCM parameters {#s0095}
----------------------------------------

Although not statistically significant after correction for multiple comparisons, we observed more positive condition-independent and modulatory connectivities between several regions in preHD compared to controls ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, [Inline Supplementary Table S3](#b0010){ref-type="boxed-text"}): A decline in inhibitory condition-independent connections points to a reduction of inhibition from supplementary and premotor regions towards bilateral SPC in preHD. This is well in line with the task-dependent correlations of PMd--SPC connections discussed below, which gain strength with approaching disease onset, and also with findings of decreased effective inhibitory connectivity in ageing ([@bb0030]).

The between-group comparison reveals a reorganisation of the motor system in the pre-manifest state with a task performed equally well by both subject groups ([@bb0170]). Higher task demands are likely to reveal even stronger disease effects as shown by [@bb0440], who found aberrant fronto-striatal coupling in preHD only under high working memory load. Of note, our sample is relatively far from clinical disease onset.

DCM now allowed us to identify the network characteristics underlying differential recruitment of the SMA observed in the preHD group in a previous analysis of the same data ([@bb0170]). Greater effects of 'complexity' from cSMA to pSMA and from lPMd to pSMA in the preHD group, and increased condition-independent connections from pSMA to lSPC, may well be a reflection of those observations. In [@bb0170], we reported greater activation of cSMA in preHD and correlations of pSMA and cSMA with approaching disease onset. An equivalent of these findings may be the tighter couplings of DCM parameters connected to SMA in preHD compared to controls.

Prediction of yto with DCM parameters and assessment of potential NR {#s0100}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Our results from two multiple regression models show an association between connection strengths and yto. In a hierarchical multiple linear regression model with age as a covariate, one PC contributed significantly to the prediction of yto. On inspection, and after controlling for age, we found three significant correlations of connection strengths loading high on this PC, involving PMd and SPC bilaterally: First, the positive correlations of complexity-associated modulation from rSPC to rPMd with yto suggest that rSPC exerts less influence on rPMd with approaching disease onset, when the task becomes cognitively challenging. Second, the positive correlation of the fixed connection from rPMd to lPMd suggests an attenuated impact of rPMd on lPMd with approaching clinical onset independently of task demands. This could point to declining interhemispheric influences from rPMd to lPMd or -- as the disease progresses -- an inhibition of lPMd.

Third, and most important in relation to NR, is the increasing complexity-associated modulation of lPMd to lSPC connectivity with approaching disease onset. Of note, we found a similar increase in connectivity in corresponding areas in the right hemisphere, which did not remain significant after controlling for age (see e.g. [@bb9010], for findings on compensation of ipsilateral sensorimotor regions to maintain motor functioning). Connections from PMd to SPC are part of widely connected parieto-frontal circuits ([@bb0145; @bb0225]). A key role of the lPMd in motor control has been suggested previously ([@bb0345]). In the context of HD and preHD, SPC has been discussed in terms of a parietal shift ([@bb0010]) and parietal interaction effects ([@bb0170]) reported in activation analyses. Our findings suggest that this shift is expressed as enhanced positive effective connectivity from PMd to SPC, whilst connectivity in the other direction declines ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). Hence, with greater proximity to symptom onset, the SPC is more strongly recruited by PMd to ensure motor functioning in periods of cognitive challenge ([@bb0300; @bb0325]). Again, a role of parietal cortex in compensation has recently been discussed by [@bb0460], who found the default mode network, which includes the inferior parietal lobe, to be functionally persistent in preHD. Furthermore, it interacts with PMd for reaching movements as revealed by TMS ([@bb0040]), whilst PMd overall exerts a steering role in the guidance of hand movements ([@bb0130; @bb0175; @bb0280; @bb0345]). Taken together, the interplay of parietal and frontal motor areas during action execution is highly variable and task-dependent ([@bb0180; @bb0310]), which is confirmed by the identification of PMd--SPC correlations solely in complex task conditions. These connectivity results therefore complement those from the standard activation analyses.

A second linear regression analysis confirmed the predictive power of all derived connection strengths. Of note, we compared the predictions of the biophysical DCM to predictions of the genetically motivated model by [@bb0190] without knowing the true value of yto. To address the predictive power of any model, a longitudinal design including the individual conversion times would be needed.

Limitations {#s0105}
-----------

A relatively small sample may explain the absence of significance between group differences after correction for multiple comparisons. Nevertheless, the approach was based on a robustly activating experimental paradigm and we obtained precise predictions of the yto with DCM parameters in such a small sample ([@bb0085]). Thus, confidence in the connectivity strengths derived from our network analysis method is enhanced. We emphasise that results from connectivity analyses do not always reveal effects analogous to activation analyses (see e.g. [@bb0455]) and should be interpreted and viewed as a different approach to the same data but not as another means of drawing the same conclusions ([@bb0075; @bb0080]). Furthermore, we realize that the DCM parameters are conditional on the model tested and that we cannot interpret model structure itself in the current study ([@bb0045; @bb0350]); here, the scope was inference on model parameters. For inference on model structure, a Bayesian Model Selection analysis would have been needed ([@bb0370; @bb0365]; Supplement 1) to determine which of the investigated connections best explain the data. In summary, connectivity-related research questions lead to findings involving very similar regions to those identified in activation analyses. However the results reveal the nature of other additional relationships between the regions in the context of our experimental groups and the tasks at hand.

Conclusions and implications {#s0110}
----------------------------

Taken together, the current study indicates that the potential NR for motor function in a preHD sample is provided by differential support by pre- and caudal SMA during task-induced challenges driven by PMd, and an important role for the positive directed interaction from bilateral PMd to SPC, which gains strength with proximity to clinical onset.

As mentioned in the introduction, HD comprises a combination of developmental and state markers. To identify state markers, we performed a comparison against a control group. Additional correlation analyses in the HD group with yto were performed to focus on developmental trait markers with the limitation of cross-sectional design. As gene-mutation carriers showed matched performance compared to controls and because we focus on changes correlating with yto, the observed changes are likely to be compensatory in nature.

Identifying potential NR mechanisms and explanations for the neural underpinnings of CR may suggest therapeutic interventions to cushion and delay cognitive decline in various disorders (see e.g. discussions in [@bb9000; @bb0060; @bb0115]). Such interventions, designed to stimulate CR, have already been successfully applied in animal models ([@bb0260; @bb0265; @bb0410; @bb0465]). In humans, interventions exploiting connectivity analyses could involve locally exciting TMS or tDCS protocols (e.g. [@bb0125]), which have shown promising relationships with DCM parameters in ageing and healthy controls ([@bb0030; @bb0330]). Such protocols should focus on regions predominantly modulating others that subtend a specific cognitive domain so as to increase a specific cognitive reserve.

The following are the supplementary data related to this article.Supplement 1Dynamic Causal Modelling: motivation of model specification.
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![Dynamic Causal Model specified in each participant. White arrows represent condition-independent connections between regions of interest. Modulations of these connections by experimental factors, i.e. condition-dependent modulations, are colour-coded (purple for speed, orange for complexity modulation). The colour of the region represents the modulation by the respective experimental factor(s). All afferent connections from other regions towards the respective region are modulated. All specified model parameters can be reviewed in Supplement 3. For reasons of figure legibility, anatomical location of regions is approximated. The model is superimposed on a mean T1-weighted structural image of all participants, normalised to MNI space.](gr1){#f0005}

![Condition-independent and modulatory DCM connection strengths in preHD (N = 12) and HC (N = 12) in a cortical network of motor functioning. Significant results from Wilcoxon rank sum tests are depicted. Arrow width represents the respective significance threshold. Numeric values of connection strengths can be derived from Supplementary Table S2.](gr2){#f0010}

![Connection strengths correlating with yto in preHD. Correlation coefficients in brackets do not explain an additionally significant amount of variance after controlling for age. Note that positive values of r indicate decreased coupling and negative values of r indicate increased coupling with nearing disease onset The model is superimposed on a mean T1-weighted structural image of all participants with anatomical location of regions approximated, normalised to MNI space. \* = p \< 0.05; \*\* = p \< 0.01.](gr3){#f0015}

![Linear Regression analysis of all condition-independent and modulatory DCM connection strengths to predict yto in preHD. X-coordinates show the prediction with DCM parameters, whilst Y-coordinates represent estimation with the model by [@bb0190]. The angle bisector depicts perfect match of prediction and estimation.](gr4){#f0020}

###### 

Demographics of gene carriers (preHD) and controls (HC) reported with median and range.

                                               HC              preHD
  -------------------------------------------- --------------- -------------------
  Number of participants                       12              15
  Female/male                                  4/8             7/8
  Age                                          32.5 (23: 60)   37 (26: 54)
  Number of CAG repeats                        NA              42 (39: 47)
  UHDRS motor score                            NA              2 (0: 17)
  Years to 60% probability of clinical onset   NA              12.51 (6.3: 35.4)

###### 

Regions of interest in fMRI analysis and MNI peak coordinates of spheres used to search for individual peak activation to extract volumes of interest in DCM analysis.

  Region                     Hemisphere   x      y      z
  -------------------------- ------------ ------ ------ ----
  Caudal SMA                 L            − 6    − 10   54
  Primary motor cortex       L            − 40   − 18   60
  Pre SMA                                 0      6      54
  Dorsal premotor cortex     L            − 24   0      54
  Dorsal premotor cortex     R            26     − 6    52
  Superior parietal cortex   L            − 22   − 68   58
  Superior parietal cortex   R            22     − 66   60

###### 

Hierarchical multiple linear regression model with age as a covariate and stepwise inclusion of connectivity-representing components from PCA to predict yto.

  Model         Included variables   B       SE B                                      Beta                                    R^2^   Adjusted R^2^
  ------------- -------------------- ------- ----------------------------------------- --------------------------------------- ------ ---------------
  1             Constant             37.58   7.37                                                                                     
  Age           − .56                .18     − .70[⁎](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}    .49[⁎](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}    .32    
  2             Constant             31.75   5.52                                                                                     
  Age           − .41                .13     − .52[⁎](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                   
  Component 1   − 4.18               1.27    − .56[⁎⁎](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}   .77[⁎⁎](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}   .61    

Note: B = unstandardized regression coefficients; SE B = standard error of B; Beta = standardised regression coefficients.

R^2^ was adjusted according to Stein\'s formula.

p \< 0.05.

p \< 0.01.

[^1]: Note: S = speed (experimental modulation), C = complexity (experimental modulation), F = fixed/condition independent connection.

[^2]: Significance thresholds in Wilcoxon signed rank tests: ^⁎^ p \< .05; ^⁎⁎^ p \< .01.

[^3]: Note: S = speed (experimental modulation), C = complexity (experimental modulation), F = fixed/condition-independent connection.
